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EFFECT OF PREVIOUS TRAINING ON GRADES IN ELEMENTARY PHYSICS

E. C. McCracken

A study has been made of the relationship between the grades received by students in an elementary course in Physics taken by Home Economics students at Iowa State College and the general high school average of the students. If the college course is taken during the student's first quarter in college a comparison of the curves expressing this relationship for pupils who have had a high school physics course and for pupils who have had no previous physics course shows that there is a particular high school general average below which there is no advantage in having had a previous physics course. On the other hand, for those students whose high school general averages are above this particular average the curves indicate that the advantage of having had a high school course is more pronounced in proportion to the general ability of the student as shown by his general average grade in high school. If the college course in Physics is not taken until two quarters of other college work have been taken (generally including two quarters of chemistry) a comparison shows the same type of curves as for the group having had the college course in their first college quarter but the general high school average, below which no advantage of a previous course is evident, is considerably higher. The data also show no such differentiation in the curves expressing the relationship between the general college average for the previous two quarters and the physics grade in the subsequent quarter for the two groups of students; that is, those having had physics in high school and those not having had a previous course in physics.
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A STUDY ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A MOTION PICTURE ON IMMEDIATE AND LONG-TIME RETENTION

C. J. LAPP

During the school year 1935-36 the subject of sound was taught to one group of students by motion picture and to another group
by lectures and demonstration. The effectiveness of the two methods has been measured by two objective and one essay examination for immediate learning and by one objective and one essay for long-time retention. The methods are compared.
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A REPETITION OF THE EXPERIMENT ON TEACHING THE VERNIER
C. J. LAPP

A year ago a report was made on an experiment in teaching the vernier. The findings were so unexpected that the experiment was repeated in September, 1936, with almost the same results.
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A STUDY IN LEARNING ELECTRODYNAMICS BY MOTION PICTURES
C. J. LAPP

The experimental sound picture on electrodynamics has recently been released. The principles illustrated were inventoried before and after the picture was shown. A study was made on the ability of students to transfer the principles to a new situation. Two sections were studied, one using the picture alone and the other using the picture with study aids. The findings are studied statistically.
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